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1944

then now

2001

Left: A „Jewish
Worm“ eats its way
through an apple
labeled as the
„German Economy“.
Text: „When
something
is rotten the Jew
is behind it.“
(Der Stürmer,
November 1931)

Israel and the USA eat
through an apple (labeled
as the „Arab World“). Israel
starts off with its own land
claimed by the PA], the USA
with Iraq.  Text: „Be strong-
we’ve got a lot of work to
do.” (Palestinian Al-Hayat
Al-Jadida, October 2003)

The „Jewish Worm“1931 2003

The „Jewish Spider“

The „Jewish Ravens“

If you believe that today’s ARAB-ANTI-SEMITISM is any different from
the NAZI GERMANY one, think again...

A „Jewish Spider“
has caught
Germans in its
web and „sucks
them out“.
Title: „The sucked-
out ones“.
(Der Stürmer,
Februar 1930)

A „Jewish Spider“ runs
around a Kafieh
(Palestinian headscarf)
which looks like a web.
(Palestinian Al - Hayat
Al-Jadida
October 2001)

„Jewish Ravens“ judge a „German Lamb“ which
is tied up and will be killed probably (with the
axe next to it). Text: „A victim of the Jewdiciary“
(Postcard 20th century, Vienna)

„Jewish Ravens“ rip into a tied up dove of peace and
scoff it. Obviously the dead dove lies on a slab which
may be considered as a sacrificial altar.
(omayya.com)

Please find below a comparison of anti-Semitic cartoons from Germany Nazi-newspapers on
the left and current anti-Semitic cartoons from various Arabic newspapers on the right...
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A „Jewish Octopus“ holds the world in
a clasp and attaches itself to it.
(Antisemitic cartoon by Josef Plank,
Cirac 1938)

A „Jewish Octopus” attacks a dove of
peace and clasps it. (Palestinian Al-Hayat
Al-Jadida, April 2000)

A „Jewish Scorpion” attacks the
world
with an American missile
labeled as „Weapons of Mass
Destruction”.
(Saudi Arabia, Ar-Riyadh,
December 2003)

The „Jewish Octopus“ & the World

The „Jewish Terror“

The „Jewish Wolf“

The big Arabic letters
which include
the Star of David
mean: „Terror“.
On the forearm there
are written the words:
„The Assassination
Policy.“
(Qatar, Al-Watan,
June 2003)

Title: „Jewish
Terror”
(Der Völkische
Beobachter, 1944)

A wolf which has eyes in the form of the Star of David and is labeled
„Culture Bolshevism” devours a sheep. Title: „Philosophy of the Wolf“
Text: „Rebbich, a sheep always only knows what happens when it is
devoured.“ (Der Stürmer, 1943)

Israel is portrayed as
wolf which creeps
greedily
on the new PA
government for
devouring it.
(Al-Hayat Al-Jadida,
October 2003)

Saudi Arabia (Al-Riyadh, September 2001)

1944 2003

1943 2003

1938

Compilation by: Honestly-Concerned - a group of concerned individuals willing to stand up for fair and unbiased media reporting,
especially about the Middle-East conflict, and who are fighting hard against anti-semitic rhetoric.
For more information, please see http://www.honestly-concerned.org!
We thank Ulrich Becker, Berlin, Middle East Media Research (MEMRI) and Palestinian Media Watch (PMW) for their support.
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